Bekenstein argued that black holes should have entropy proportional to their areas to make black hole physics compatible with the second law of thermodynamics. However, the heuristic picture for Hawking radiation-creation of pairs of positive-and negative-energy particles-leads to an inconsistency among the first law of black hole mechanics, Bekenstein's argument and quantum mechanics. In this paper we propose an equation alternative to Bekenstein's from the viewpoint of quantum information, rather than thermodynamics, to resolve this inconsistency without changing Hawking's original proposal for the radiation. This argues that the area of a black hole is proportional to the coherent information-which is minus the conditional entropy, defined only in the quantum regime-from the outside, to positive-energy particles inside it. This hints that negativeenergy particles inside a black hole behave as if they have negative entropy. Our result suggests that the black holes store pure quantum information, rather than classical information.
I. INTRODUCTION
About half a century ago, Bekenstein [1] proposed that black holes should have entropy proportional to their areas in order to make black hole physics compatible with the second law of thermodynamics. Hawking [2, 3] strengthened this argument by showing that black holes emit thermal radiation, as succinctly encapsulated in the phrase 'a "black hole" is not completely black' [4] . However, the heuristic picture of the microscopic process for this Hawking radiation is the creation of pairs in pure states between positive-energy particles outside a black hole and negative-energy particles inside it, which leads to an inconsistency among the first law of black hole mechanics, Bekenstein's argument and the unitarity of quantum mechanics. In particular, while the negative-energy particles play the role of reducing the energy of the black hole and thus decreasing its area according to the first law of black hole mechanics, they appear inside the black hole with positive entropy (like normal particles, according to quantum mechanics) which should contribute to an increase in the area according to Bekenstein's argument [5] . A proposal of Parikh and Wilczek [6] -which treats Hawking radiation as tunnelling of particles in a dynamical geometry, rather than pair creation-is free from this inconsistency. However, it does not explain the pure thermality of the Hawking radiation [6] .
In this paper, we propose an equation alternative to Bekenstein's, using arguments from the viewpoint of quantum information, rather than thermodynamics. Our alternative argues that the area of a black hole is propor- * Electronic address: koji.azuma.ez@hco.ntt.co.jp † Electronic address: ss2310@cam.ac.uk tional to the coherent information [7] -which is minus the conditional entropy [8] , defined only in the quantum regime-from the outside of the black hole to positiveenergy particles inside the black hole. Our equation coincides with Bekenstein's as long as the effect of the Hawking radiation is small. Nevertheless, it includes a novel argument that negative-energy particles inside a black hole behave as if they have negative entropy, which provides complete consistency without changing Hawking's original proposal for the radiation, in contrast to Bekenstein's. These ideas suggest that black holes store purely quantum information, rather than classical information.
II. BLACK HOLE PHYSICS AND BEKENSTEIN'S ARGUMENTS
To make our arguments more precise, we start by recalling the basic ideas of black hole mechanics. In the framework of general relativity, black holes satisfy four mathematical laws analogous to the laws of thermodynamics [9] . In particular, the first law of black hole mechanics is associated with the energy conservation law: for a stationary black hole B, we have
where M B is the mass, A B is the area of the event horizon, κ B is the surface gravity, J B is the angular momentum, Ω B is the angular velocity, Q B is the charge and φ B is the electrostatic potential of the black hole. The horizon area A B , which is one among the only (according to the no-hair conjecture) three variables for the black hole B in the first law, satisfies
for any classical process except for Hawking radiation. This is called the area theorem in classical general rel-ativity. Motivated by this non-decreasing nature of the area, Bekenstein [1] reasoned that A B should be proportional to the entropy S(B) of the black hole in the form (in Planck units) 
which is called the generalised second law. The Bekenstein equation (3) is genuinely creative in the sense that it relates qualitatively completely different quantities: a geometric quantity on the one hand-the area A B of a black hole B-and an information theoretic quantity on the other-its entropy S(B).
III. HAWKING RADIATION
Historically, the temperature T B in Eq. (3) was determined not by Bekenstein but by Hawking through the consideration of Hawking radiation. Hawking radiation was first derived in a semi-classical picture for massless scalar fields around a Schwarzschild black hole, as a notable exception to the area theorem (2) derived using only classical general relativity. The heuristic picture of the microscopic process for Hawking radiation is usually described as follows [2, 3, 11, 12] . Let us focus on a Schwarzschild black hole B with Ω B = 0 and φ B = 0. We follow the usual method which starts with the maximally extended Kruskal coordinates and defines normal modes with respect to the timelike Killing vector on the past horizon [11] . A vacuum state (the Hawking-Hartle vacuum) |vac is then obtained by defining it to be annihilated by the annihilation operator associated with these normal modes.
The first step of the heuristic microscopic process for Hawking radiation is the creation of a virtual entangled state |χ H + H − between positive-energy particles H + and negative-energy particles H − from the vacuum |vac near the event horizon through a unitary process, defined by
whereâ k andb −k are annihilation operators associated with the positive-energy particles H + and the negativeenergy particles H − respectively, and the parameter r ω is related to the mode frequency ω via exp(−πω/κ B ) = tanh r ω . Here κ B = 1/(4M B ) is the surface gravity of a black hole of mass M B , and the mode frequency will follow some dispersion relation ω = ω(±k). In particular, in the pair creation, the negative-energy particles H − with free Hamiltonian −ωn H − := −ωb † −kb −k appear in a mode falling into the black hole (i.e. on a worldline crossing the event horizon), while the positive-energy particles H + with free Hamiltonian ωn H + := ωâ † kâ k appear in a mode propagating from the vicinity of the event horizon to a distant observer outside the black hole. This is the picture as seen by a static observer at spatial infinity in the outsideB, who may regard the unusual virtual negativeenergy particles H − 'falling into' it as real particles. This is enabled by the fact that the time translational Killing vector field becomes spacelike inside the horizon. The reduced state of the positive-energy particles H + is the Gibbs state with temperature β −1
where κ B /(2π) is called the Hawking temperature. This satisfies − lnχ H + = β H ωn H + + ln Z βH1H + for the par-
where
Hence, the positive-energy particles satisfy that, for given ω,
Therefore, the emission of positive-energy particles from the event horizon can be regarded as pure thermal radiation at the Hawking temperature β −1 H = κ B /(2π). Or, conversely, if we believe quantum mechanics and the existence of the Hawking radiationχ H + detectable at spatial infinity in the outsideB, there must exist a purification [17, 18] , such that |χ H + H − is as in Eq. (5), and its reference system H − must be inside the black hole B (or, more precisely, on a mode with zero Cauchy data on future infinity [3] ).
Here, although it has been assumed that a static observer at infinity receives the radiation H + (as can be inferred by the above assumption that temperature β −1 H in the Gibbs stateχ H + is the redshifted black hole temperature κ B /(2π), i.e., the Hawking temperature), note that the form of entropy S(H + ) of the Gibbs stateχ H + in Eq. (7) , written in terms of β H ω, shows that the value of entropy S(H + )(= S(H − )) is independent of the position of an observer who sees the radiation H + from the black hole in his/her local Lorentz frame, i.e., independent of gravitational redshift, because the frequency ω and the temperature β −1 H receive the same gravitational redshift (e.g, see Exercise 22.17 of Ref. [13] ).
Going further, Hawking argued that the Hawking temperature β −1 H = κ B /(2π) of the thermal radiation H + is equivalent to the temperature T B of the black hole. As a result, the Bekenstein equation (3) reduces to
up to the freedom of an integration constant (which is taken zero [4] such that A B = 0 implies S(B) = 0). Therefore, this equation is also called the Bekenstein-Hawking equation. Note that using this Bekenstein equation (10), the area theorem (2) and the generalised second law (4) can both be understood even from a purely quantum information theoretic viewpoint (Appendix A). The Hawking radiation H + to the outsideB of the black hole B means that a net positive-energy flux of ωn H + is transmitted to spatial infinity, outside the black hole (see Sec. 33.7 of Ref. [13] ). This implies that the mass M B of the black hole B decreases, that is,
This negative energy flux into the black hole has also been reaffirmed through one loop calculations in quantum field theory near the black hole horizon [14] . Besides, as long as the mass of the black hole is large compared to the Planck mass, it is reasonable [3] to assume that the radiation process always keeps the black hole B in stationary states such that the first law (1) of black hole mechanics holds. Then, this law (1) implies that, according to the mass decrease dM B < 0, the area A B of the black hole B should also decrease, that is,
IV. PARADOX
On the other hand, if we combine the heuristic picture of the microscopic process for Hawking radiation with the Bekenstein equation (10), we run into an inconsistency [5, 6, 15] . In fact, the negative-energy particles have entropy S(H − ), which satisfies
because |χ H + H − is a pure state [16] (irrespective of the choice of purification forχ H + ). Besides, these negativeenergy particles appear inside the black hole B from the vacuum through the Hawking radiation. Therefore, the entropy S(B) of the black hole should increase [19] , that is,
However, combined with the Bekenstein equation (10), this leads to
which is incompatible with Eq. (12) . Thus, to recapitulate what we have presented here, the steps in the deductive process leading to the paradox between Eqs. (12) and (15) are: 1) the Hawking radiation process involves the positive-energy particles H + escaping to infinity while the negative-energy particles H − (or the reference system that gives the purification of H + from a viewpoint of quantum information theory) are produced inside the black hole; 2) the production of H − inside the black hole (or equivalently, the emission of H + ) results in a decrease in the mass of the black hole, and therefore implies a decrease of its horizon radius and area A B [Eq. Notice that when a normal particle C, like the ones considered in Refs. [1, 9] , falls into a black hole B, since the black hole receives energy and entropy of the normal particle, it undergoes a change with dM B dA B ≥ 0 (as implied by the area theorem (2)) and dM B dS(B) ≥ 0. In contrast, if the negative-energy particles H − of a Hawking pair H + H − appear inside the black hole B, accompanied with the decrease of its mass M B , the black hole undergoes a change with dM B dA B > 0 from Eqs. (11) and (12) but with dM B dS(B) < 0 from Eqs. (11) and (14) . Hence the particles H − of the Hawking pairs should be differentiated from such normal particles. For example, this has indeed been done explicitly by 't Hooft [20, 21] , who argues that a quantum unitary description of black hole physics requires us to regard the negative-energy particles H − as ordinary particles emerging in the second asymptotically flat region (region II in Refs. [20, 21] ) of the maximally extended Schwarzschild spacetime, rather than in the region usually identified as the black hole's interior (region III). Refs. [20, 21] show that this is required in order for a distant observer to see normal Hawking particles emerge from the vicinity of the black hole.
We also note that the paradoxical nature (i.e., the conflict between Eqs. (12) and (15)) of the heuristic picture of the microscopic process for Hawking radiation has already been pointed out by Braunstein et al. [5] : 'Although pair creation provides the conventional heuristic picture of the microscopic process by which a black hole evaporates, it has come under increasing suspicion due to intrinsic difficulties. In particular, pair creation necessarily requires the dimensionality of the interior Hilbert space of a black hole to be increasing while simultaneously its physical size is decreasing'. On the other hand, note that as Braunstein et al. also argue [5] , the puzzle between Eqs. (12) and (15) may not occur [5] if we associate Hawking radiation with a tunnelling process [6, 15, 22, 23] from the inside of the black hole B to the outside, instead of Hawking's original pair-creation picture. This is because this tunnelling could bring not only energy but also entropy from the inside B of the black hole to the outsideB, leading to dM B < 0 and dS(B) < 0. However, this framework of tunnelling does not explain [6] why the tunnelling particles are in thermal states at the Hawking temperature β −1 H proportional to the surface gravity κ B , in contrast to Hawking's picture.
V. ALTERNATIVE TO THE BEKENSTEIN EQUATION
To avoid the inconsistency noted above (that is, the inconsistency of Eq. (15) with Eq. (12)), here we introduce an equation alternative to the Bekenstein equation (10) for stationary Schwarzschild black holes. In particular, we propose that the simple entropy of the Bekenstein equation (10) should be replaced with the coherent information [7, 8] 
The assumption (i) should hold for a static observer at infinity outside the black hole who infers the existence of the negative-energy particles H − inside it indirectly through the observation of Hawking radiation. On the other hand, the assumption (ii) states that the purification of the state of the black hole exists outside its event horizon, according to quantum information theory. Note that this means that our model treats the state of all the matter in the universe taken together, including that which constitutes the black hole and Hawking radiation, as being in a pure state and undergoing unitary evolution.
The coherent information in our expression for the area can be rewritten as
This implies another expression for Eq. (16), [3] ) object C-whose purification partner belongs to the out-sideB-having positive (negative) energy-at-infinityevaluated at event of crossing, then the entropy change
is the von Neumann entropy of system C at infinity. Here it is assumed that object C is very small, that is, its size and mass are much smaller than those of the hole and it has sufficiently small charge, so that its gravitational/electromagnetic radiation is negligible. Then, the rule for entropy is analogous to the energy conservation law in general relativity (e.g., see Sec. 33.7 of Ref. [13] ). The negative-energy object C in the rule can be composed only of negative-energy particles generated in the inside of the Schwarzschild black hole B by Hawking radiation as a quantum effect, because there is no test particle in the outsideB whose orbit can cross the horizon with negative energy (e.g., see Section 33.8 of Ref. [13] ). Notice that the simple rule is enough to understand typical black hole physics [for example, except for information-loss paradox (in Sec. VIII)], because it often needs only the derivative form of Eqs. (16) or (18) which does not require us to specify a detailed microstructure for the black hole. This is in contrast to a 'thermal atmosphere' model [24] , especially, 't Hooft's 'brick wall' model [25] which considers a structure of a black hole (including its surrounding environment) to associate the entropy in the Bekenstein-Hawking equation (3) with the entropy of statistical mechanics.
The coherent information I(B B + ), in contrast to simple entropy S(B), is purely quantum, because it is defined by utilising the negativity of the conditional entropy S(B|B + ). In particular, this negativity is known to be a representative of the nature of the quantum world, the essence of which is captured by Schrödinger's proverbial words on quantum states, 'the best possible knowledge of a whole does not necessarily include the best possible knowledge of all its parts' [18, 26] . In fact, our definition for the area stems from focusing on such negativity of the conditional entropy through the following observation: the conditional entropy for the (entangled) Hawking pair H + H − is negative, as S(H + |H − ) = −S(H − ) (incidentally, this observation by itself has also been made by some earlier references, in different contexts [27] ). In contrast, the coherent information satisfies I(B B + ) = −S(B|B + ) = S(B|B − ) for a pure state of BB + B − , implying that dA B < 0 for appearances of H + inB and H − in B − , according to our equation (16).
VI. RESOLUTION OF THE PARADOX
Let us consider why our alternative (16) does not result in the paradoxical nature of the heuristic picture of the microscopic process for Hawking radiation, in contrast to Bekenstein's equation (10) . First, we point out below that our formula can present a microscopic process which keeps a black hole B exactly in a stationary state in the macroscopic view, even if the Hawking radiation always occurs (which, as we will show, is in contrast to the situation with Bekenstein's equation (10)).
Consider a process where a stationary Schwarzschild black hole B absorbs a bosonic system C with mode frequency ω, energy E C and entropy S(C) at infinity, while it emits a Hawking pair H + H − in state |χ H + H − of Eq. (5) . Here the reference system of the purification ofχ C is assumed to exist in the outsideB of the black hole B. In this process, the black hole B receives energy E C and entropy S(C) by absorbing such a normal (positive-energy) particle C, while it loses energy E H + of positive-energy particles H + and receives entropy S(H − ) of negative-energy particles H − through the Hawking radiation. Therefore, in this process, the energy change dM B of the black hole B and the change dI(B B + ) of coherent information are given by
where we have used the energy conservation law of general relativity (e.g., see Sec. 33.7 of Ref. [13] ) in Eq. (19) and we have used Eq. (13) in Eq. (20) . Suppose that the system C is in a thermal stateχ C as in Eq. (6), with the Hawking temperature β −1 H = κ B /(2π). Then, we have
which means E C = E H + from Eq. (8) and S(H + ) = S(C) from Eq. (7) . Hence, in this case, the above process provides dM B = 0 and dI(B B + ) = 0 from Eqs. (19) and (20) , leading us to conclude that dA B = 0, either from the first law (1) for stationary Schwarzschild black holes or from our equation (16). Therefore, as long as this equilibrium process is repeated, say if a black hole stores thermal system C with temperature β −1 H = κ B /(2π) at infinity, the black hole can be exactly in a stationary state. This is in contrast to the case for the Bekenstein equation (10) (see [30] ). Now let us consider a case where the above equilibrium process is repeated, but at some point, it deviates slightly from its equilibrium version, accompanied by small changes on the system C and the Hawking radiation H + such that E C : ωn C → ωn C + ωdn C and E H + : ωn H + → ωn H + +ωdn H + . This perturbation could occur, for instance, owing to the temperature change of the thermal systems C, from the Hawking temperature β −1 H . Indeed, Hawking's original setup where a single massive Schwarzschild black hole with temperature β −1 H ≈ 0 is surrounded by the vacuum (whose temperature is regarded as zero) can also be considered to be such a perturbation. For this perturbative process, from Eq. (21), Eq. (19) becomes 
using Eq. (7) . However, as long as the perturbation is small enough to be regarded as quasi-stationary for system C and Hawking radiation H + , Eq. (9) should hold. Hence, we have
from Eqs. (22) and (23) . Therefore, if our equation (16) is valid, the above equation (24) reduces to the first law (1) for stationary Schwarzschild black holes. This means that our formula (16) is perfectly consistent with the first law for black holes, the microscopic picture of the Hawking radiation, and quantum mechanics, in contrast to Bekenstein's (10) . Thus, to summarise, by introducing a thermal system C with the Hawking temperature β −1 H = κ B /(2π), which interacts with the black hole B that is continuously radiating Hawking pairs H + H − , we have shown that this black hole can then be exactly in a stationary state by absorbing the thermal system (or bath) C (which is not possible with Bekenstein's equation (10)). Then, by considering small changes of this stationary state, we show that the combination of the change in coherent information I(B B + ), the energy conservation law and our main equation (16) is equivalent to the first law of black hole mechanics for stationary Schwarzschild black holes. This shows that our model does not suffer from the paradox afflicting the Bekenstein equation, described in the previous section. We shall see in the next section that in all other respects, our equation correctly describes all the known phenomena of black hole physics, while offering a new perspective and directions of inquiry.
VII. IMPLICATIONS OF OUR ALTERNATIVE
Let us discuss what is implied by our main equation, (16) or (18) . First, our formula reproduces the Bekenstein equation (10), as long as the effect of the Hawking radiation is negligibly small (i.e., dS(B + ) ≫ dS(B − )) compared to that of positive-energy dynamics with the black hole, because it reduces to the form dA B /4 ≈ dS(B + ).
If we assume that the integration constant in our equation, (16) or (18) , is simply zero, as Hawking has done for Bekenstein equation (10), we could interpret our equation as follows. At the instant of time when a black hole B is formed from a normal star through its gravitational collapse, the entropy S(B + ) represents the initial entropy of the black hole B, or, equivalently, the entropy of entanglement [31] which was shared between the black hole and its outside at that moment. Hence, our model indicates that the black holes start their life in a mixed quantum state [32] (although it is not necessary that this initial mixed state of the black hole is a thermal state), and subsequently begin to interact with their outside, e.g. via processes such as absorption of normal matter from the outside, merging with another black hole, and Hawking radiation. We point out that this is in contrast to Page's model [22, 33] where a black hole starts from a randomly chosen pure state and it then emits Hawking radiation via a tunnelling process, implying that the black hole and the Hawking radiation are always in a pure state (and thus perfectly decoupled from any other system, due to the monogamy of entanglement). Furthermore, this difference makes our model free from the firewall paradox [35] (relying on the monogamy of entanglement), in contrast to Page's model which predicts the late radiation emerging after the Page time [36] to be in an almost maximally entangled state with the early radiation, leading to an inconsistency with the absence of 'drama' for an observer falling into the (still massive) black hole who regards the late radiation as halves of Hawking pairs in an entangled pure state.
This discussion comparing our model with Page's model brings out a key feature of our analysis: our model does not regard the composite system of the black hole and the Hawking radiation as being in a pure state, let alone associate the Hilbert space dimension of the black hole with its area. In particular, we treat a bigger composite system, composed of the black hole, the Hawking radiation, and normal matter outside the black hole (including, perhaps, other black holes), together as being in a pure state [37] . Thus, we argue that the black hole subsystem starts not from a pure state, but from a mixed state, whose von Neumann entropy represents its entanglement entropy with the normal matter outside the black hole (which has interacted with the original normal massive star), rather than the Hawking radiation. Note again that in this picture, the entire universe composed of black holes, Hawking radiation, and normal matter outside the black holes, still starts, and indeed always continues to be, in a pure state.
Next, we elucidate several important properties of our expression relating black hole area to coherent information. We first note that our expression (16) for the area of a black hole is invariant under any unitary operation of the formÛB ⊗V B + ⊗Ŵ B − . This means that the area of the black hole is unaltered unless interactions occur among positive-energy particles B + and negative-energy particles B − inside the black hole B and its outsideB. More generally, any process with dS(B + ) = dS(B − ), such as creation and annihilation of pairs of positiveenergy and negative-energy particles inside the black hole B, does not change its area, according to Eq. (18) . Another property is the reduction of our expression (18) to the Bekenstein equation (10) for any black hole dynamics unaccompanied by any change of the negative-energy particles, which leads to the generalised second law:
This is because such dynamics satisfy dS(B − ) = 0, and Bekenstein's consideration is based on the assumption of the existence of only positive-energy particles inside black holes (that is, entropy S(B) in Eq. (10) is equivalent to S(B + ) in our expression (18)). The only dynamics which cannot be explained by this reduction are the increase of the area (Eq. (2)) through black hole mergers, because we have modelled black holes as being composed of not only the usual positive-energy particles, but also negative-energy ones. For this case, we regard the merger between two black holes B 1 and B 2 as occurring via some isometric dynamicsÛ , and G represents a system emitted into the universe (the outsideB) as back reaction (e.g. gravitational waves). Then, from Eq. (17), we have
whereX is the complement of system X, that is, all the related systems except for system X. Therefore, if the system G is in either a pure state or an entangled state so as to have negative conditional entropy (S(G|B + ) ≤ 0), the net black hole area increases, in accordance with our equation (16). In particular, we have A B ≥ A B1 + A B2 . Since gravitational waves can tell us of the existence of black hole mergers [38] , it may not be unnatural for the emitted system G to be highly entangled with the positive-energy particles B + of the black hole B. Besides, note that the condition S(G|B + ) ≤ 0 is essentially the same as the one necessary for the black hole merger to satisfy the area theorem (2), with Bekenstein equation (10) (see Appendix A).
Finally, we point out an operational meaning of the area A B of our equation (16), from a view of quantum information theory. In quantum information theory, the coherent information is obliged to be associated with entanglement, as opposed to the simple entropy [39] . Thus, the expression (16) implies that the area of the black hole represents how much entanglement is 'stored' in the black hole. In fact, with the quantum state merging protocol [8, 40] , we can show that the area of the black hole represents the size of a maximally entangled pure state which is distillable from an entangled but, in general, mixed state between (normal) positive-energy particles B + inside the black hole and its outsideB via a process performed by an outside observer without changing the area of the black hole (see Appendix B). This suggests that the black hole works as a good quantum memory, able to preserve entanglement for extremely long time. This appears to be consistent with the fact that the Hawking temperature β −1 H is extremely low for typical, massive black holes.
VIII. INFORMATION LOSS PARADOX
Our expression (18) provides a new insight on the black hole information loss paradox (see, e.g., Ref. [41] ). Suppose that the whole universe starts from a pure state (with zero entropy), a black hole B is then made through a gravitational collapse of a massive star, and the black hole finally disappears completely (possibly leaving a remnant with dimensions of the Planck length scale) due to Hawking radiation. The final state of the black hole should then have A B ≈ 0. If we assume that the black hole completely disappears, that is, if we follow Bekenstein equation (10) with the integration constant being zero, we have S(B) ≈ 0. However, the outsidē B of the black hole B should have S(B) ≫ 0, because of the positive-energy particles H + of the Hawking pair H + H − emitted into the outsideB. Hence, we have S(BB) = S(B) + S(B|B) ≈ S(B) ≫ 0 (because S(B|B) ≈ 0 for S(B) ≈ 0). But this contradicts the unitary evolution of the whole universe which keeps the universe in a pure state, requiring S(BB) = 0. In contrast, our expression (18) does not argue that S(B) ≈ 0: even if we assume that the integration constant is zero, it merely argues that S(B + ) ≈ S(B − ) for A B ≈ 0, with keeping S(B + B −B ) = S(BB) = 0 from the definition. Therefore, our expression is free from the black hole information loss paradox and consistent with quantum mechanics. On the other hand, in contrast to Hawking's argument [2, 3] and the tunnelling picture [5, 6, 15, 22, 23] , our model implies that a black hole is not evaporated completely even if it becomes small (A B ≈ 0), because the zero area (A B ≈ 0) does not require S(B + B − ) ≈ 0. Rather, our model argues that a small black hole (A B ≈ 0), which is normally old [2, 3] , is different from the normal vacuum and it still has a structure as a Schwarzschild black hole which can emit thermal radiation with high Hawking temperature but can have only a small effect to the outsideB because of its small interaction area A B ≈ 0 and its 'screened' small energy
This remaining of a small black hole and its thermal radiation might be rather convenient for us to associate the existence of dark matter in our universe with such 'eternal' black holes.
IX. DISCUSSION
As shown in this paper, if the area of the black hole is associated with the coherent information as in Eq. (16), rather than simple entropy as in the Bekenstein equation (10) , there is no inconsistency between black hole physics and quantum mechanics. Therefore, if black holes really follow our equation (16), we would be able to understand black hole physics from purely quantum information theoretic viewpoints. For instance, by applying recent theoretical progress on the potential of quantum internet protocols [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , we could unveil a possible information theoretic reason on why black holes satisfy an area law like Eq. (16)-which argues that the entanglement of a region with its outside is upper bounded by its area, rather than its volume (see Appendix C). Hence, we propose that black holes satisfy our equation (16) and enable us to bridge two fields, quantum information and black hole physics, which we believe would be in agreement with Newton's maxim that 'Nature is pleased with simplicity'.
Note added
Recently, from our equation (16), a second law of black hole thermodynamics is derived [47] . This law is more analogous to the second law of thermodynamics than Bekenstein's generalized second law (25) , and it is experimentally testable. The law could be used to judge whether black holes follow the original Bekenstein equation (10) or our equation (16), experimentally.
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Appendix A: The area theorem and the generalised second law
It is instructive to interpret the area theorem (2) and the generalised second law (4) with the Bekenstein equation (10) in a pure quantum information theoretic manner. In this approach, the area theorem (2) for any 'classical' process can be explained with the Bekenstein equation (10) . For instance, when a particle C with entropy S(C) falls into the black hole, it increases the entropy of the black hole (dS(B) ≥ 0), leading to a corresponding increase in area (dA B ≥ 0) given by Eq. (2) .
The increase of area during a black hole merger-which is also expected from the area theorem (2)-can be understood in this picture in the following manner. Suppose that two black holes B 1 and B 2 merge together to form a new black hole B through an isometryÛ B1B2→BGwhere note that the isometry is merely the application of a unitary operator to system B 1 B 2 R with R in a pure state, according to the standard formalism of quantum information theory. Assume that B 1 and B 2 are initially decoupled, as expressed by the statement I(B 1 :
Here G is a system emitted to our universe as a back reaction of the merging (e.g. gravitational waves). Then, information theory says that
where S(G|B) := S(BG) − S(B). Therefore, if the system G is in either a pure state or an entangled state so as to have negative conditional entropy (S(G|B) ≤ 0), the net black hole area increases, in accordance with the Bekenstein equation (10). In particular, we have
Since gravitational waves can tell us of the existence of black hole mergers [38] , it may not be unnatural for the emitted system G to be highly entangled with the black hole B.
On the other hand, the generalised second law (4) can be regarded as a consequence of the following equation, which holds for any unitary dynamicsÛ BB→B ′B′ that converts the initial system BB into a combined system of the black hole B ′ and its outsideB ′ : where I is the mutual information defined by I(B :B) := S(B) + S(B) − S(BB). Hence, for any unitary process which increases the mutual information between the black hole and its outside (that is, I(B ′ :B ′ )−I(B :B) ≥ 0), Eq. (4) holds. Notice that this equation, related to the subadditivity of the entropy, is also an underlying basis of quantum thermodynamics [48, 49] . We note that the generalised second law has also been proven even in a semi-classical regime, taking into account quantum field theory [50] . Therefore, the Bekenstein equation (10) has shown no explicit inconsistency with any of the phenomena following the area theorem (2) or the generalised second law (4), even from a quantum information theoretic viewpoint.
Appendix B: Quantum information theoretic meaning of our alternative equation
Here, with the quantum state merging protocol [8, 40] , we show that the area A B defined by Eq. (16) represents the number of maximally entangled states which are distillable between positive-energy particles inside the black hole and its outside via a process of an outside observer without changing the area. In quantum information theory, the coherent information I(B B + ) has a clear operational meaning in the quantum state merging protocol [8, 40] . In particular, for I(B B + ) ≥ 0, the coherent information I(B B + ) represents the entanglement 'distillable' betweenB and B + by merging the state ofB into B + . More precisely, ifBB + B − is initially in a pure state
of n(≫ 1) copies of elementary systemsb 1b2 · · ·b n (=B) and b ± 1 b ± 2 · · · b ± n (= B ± ), this merging protocol is performed by applying a unitary operationTB onB chosen at random according to the uniform measure (Haar measure), followed by projections {P (k) B→B1 } k onto a sub-spaceB 1 ofB with dimension ≃ e I(B B + ) . Then, for almost all the outcomes k, this protocol provides a state close toV
is a unitary operator and |Φ + B 1 B + 1 is a maximally entangled state. This means that there is an isometrŷ In our context, this state merging protocol suggests the following: in principle, an observer outside the black hole B can convert the initial state |Ψ B B + B − into a standard state which is of almost the same area but entangled only with 'usual' positive-energy particles inside the black hole. In fact, as shown by Eq. (B1), if the observer performs the isometryÛB →B1B2 on the initial state |Ψ B B + B − and then throws the systemB 2 into the black hole as its new member B + 0 , the total system is approximately in the standard state |ϕ . That is, although this merging process includes throwing of a system into the black hole, its area does not change. Thus, the area of the black hole represents the maximal entanglement in the state |Φ + B 1B + 1 that is distillable between usual positive-energy particles inside the black hole and its outside via a process that does not change the area.
The merging process also suggests the following: if the Hawking radiation goes on until A B ≈ 0 (that is, I(B B + ) ≈ 0), the merging process essentially puts the black hole in a state ≃ |ϕ B + 0 |Ψ B + 2 B − with no entanglement with our universe, up to the freedom of local unitaries. Here the no entanglement (i.e., no correlation) with our universe means that the merging enables us to erase traces of the black hole B from our universe, almost completely, with keeping A B ≈ 0.
Appendix C: Conjecture on a possible information theoretic reason on the area law
We conjecture a possible information theoretic reason on why black holes satisfy an area law like Eq. (16), which argues that the entanglement of a region with its outside is upper bounded by its area, rather than its volume. Since any motion of any physical system in the spacetime happens along a quantum channel, the gravitational collapse of a star to form a black hole B should be associated with the transmission of physical systems through quantum channels {N e } e in a quantum network spread over the spacetime. Then, if we quantify the entanglement stored in a black hole B with the coherent information as in Eq. (16), this quantity is upper bounded as
irrespective of any detail of its dynamics [42] . Here E sq (B : B + ) represents the squashed entanglement [51] , E sq (N e ) is the squashed entanglement [52] of the channel N e ,l e represents how many times (on average) the channel N e has been used in the process to form the entanglement [43] , and the summation is taken over all e ∈ ∂B which specify channels N e connecting the inside and the outside of the black hole B being formed, across its horizon. If the gravitational collapse satisfiesl e ≤ c for a constant c, this inequality reduces to
by the additivity of the squashed entanglement. Since E sq e∈∂B N e is related with the capacity of the channel e∈∂B N e connecting the inside and the outside of the event horizon in the spacetime, it could be upper bounded by the geometric area of the black hole B. Therefore, the area law may be explained by regarding gravitational collapse as a quantum network protocol [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
